NK president welcomed by US

not formally
recognised

some recognition as a state

principally Armenian popn
denied
99% of 95% who voted said yes

voted for independence

repeated requests to become
own republic or join Armenia

precedent setting

within federal state system

not popular with anyone
issue of precedent setting

Nagorno Karabakh

independent
state?

seat at UN
future

border control
embassies

federal state outside territory of Armenia

statehood

why was Moscow
so concerned?

region of Azerbaijan?

business as usual

absolute sovereignty

region of Azerbaijan

1991

allowing 1 change in soviet union validates further claim

e.g South Ossetia in Georgia

de facto

diplomatic relations

informal region of Armenia?

treaty regulations
positions revolve around a legalist
and modernist discourse of

reluctance of Greek and Turkish cypriots
coexisting peacefully on the basis of a shared
understanding of their political equality

military power and balance

82% Greek cypriot

growing diplomatic pressure from
Greece against colonial rule
unpopular
with Turkey

concerned Greece and Cyprus becoming 1 state
pressure from govt for Turkish territory
only recognised by Turkey
passports useless as you can only go to Turkey with them
highly desirable for agriculture

no fixed criteria

recognition
of a state

Cyprus British colony

18% Turkish cypriot
turned to Guerilla warfare

passports

unrecognised
de facto states

exist according to the law

Proto-states,
quasi-states and
'non-places'

republic of
Cyprus formed

de jure states
inviolability of
state borders

de facto

right to claim statehood

examples
Turkish Republic
of Northern Cyprus

37% of the island

1959

anomalies in the normal state system

turks invaded
Cyprus

70% islands economic potential

claims of an ancient history

characteristics of
sovereignty claims
in contested states

2 very different eco, political and social systems
RoC governing the Greek Cypriot
community alongside the de facto TRNC
encouraged radical views based on bias and prejudice
media and education systems exacerbate situation

new generations have no
contact with other community

Greek cypriot economy

post
1974

Turk cypriot economy

mutual support between 2
countries provided the
pretext for a major policy shift

unacceptable provocative piece of theatre

economic
disparity

Northern
Cyprus

divisive
conditions

partition
of island

underlying
conflict between
Greece and
Turkey

hinders the creation of shared or coexisting identities in cyprus
remains fragile and a
crisis in Cyprus could still
endanger the process

state borders not open to change

right of self determination

international community condemned this declaration of independence

stagnation

seeks to retain state
boundaries as they are

2 principles

57% coastline

vigorous recovery

lots of facets that could make up a state
exist in reality, but without lawful authority

post WW2

Eartquakes
1999
clammed by
Cyprus and Greece

trying to gain acceptance as a state
unsuccessful
very vague

Turk Cypriot leader
presented trophy

Turkish GP

verdict

devolved govt into cantons
sovereignty would 'emanate equally' from the 2 sides
no president but a 'presidential council'
free return of GC to the north, but restatement of only 1/3 property

Proto-states, quasi-states and 'non-places'.mmap - 28/05/2010 -

UN Annan Plan 2003

claims of 'natural' geography
demonstrations of democracy
importance of
international context

can't understand these issues
without looking at wider contexts

